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Cultivating hybrid research
Dr Luc E Pâques describes a project that will draw together resources concerning trees and forestry
across Europe to create an accessible research facility, removing barriers between science and industry
The project aims to integrate, develop
and improve major forest genetics and
forestry research infrastructures. How does
collaboration form an important part of the
programme?
Each scientific community within forestry
research has its strengths, but also its
limitations in solving problems linked to new
challenges: some knowledge is missing or
experimental conditions are inadequate, etc. In
several work packages, scientists from various
disciplines will work together, for example
to propose standards, develop innovative
high-throughput phenotyping methods and
improve prediction models. A key objective
is to encourage different disciplines to build
up research networks and tools useful to
the scientific community. Great benefits are
expected from this cross-fertilisation.
Firstly, would you outline the key objectives
of Trees4Future?
Forestry research is scattered among many
different scientific disciplines. Approaches
range from genes to populations of natural
species, from cells to the whole tree and
from individual tree timber to overall wood
resources for industry.
In this project, we want to build something
sustainable, efficient and of a high standard
for the benefit of the whole scientific
community. Trees4Future aims to foster
dialogue and exchange of expertise among
forest research communities and enable
researcher access to major facilities across
Europe, by developing new tools and
services for the research community and
disseminating information to forest industry
representatives.
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What are the major issues which forest
research must address at present?
Forestry research faces two main challenges:
one is to decrypt the basic functions of forest
components at a progressively finer scale
and the other is to integrate multidisciplinary
knowledge and expertise to handle complex
interrelated problems.
Can you highlight the details of your recent
Call for Access?
28 different research infrastructures have been
chosen and have agreed to provide access to
the scientific community. These infrastructures
support research in various scientific fields:
molecular genetics, genomics, biotechnology,
breeding, eco-physiology, wood science and
technology.

The Call was officially launched on 15 June
2012. First proposals are expected soon. It
offers a unique chance for researchers with
different backgrounds to enrich and broaden
the scope of their research through access to
and use of new and more effective facilities. At
the same time, they can receive training in new
equipment and methodologies from experts;
it is above all a real opportunity to initiate
scientific collaboration.
How will the development of a userfriendly analytical platform for statistical
and genetic data analysis lead to further
advances in the field of forest genomics
research?
The platform will consist of a suite of tools
devoted to statistical analysis of experimental
trials and evaluation of the genetic worth of
trees within breeding populations. Such an
integrated platform does not currently exist
in Europe and breeders have to rely on many
different commercial tools.
This free, user-friendly, open source and
evolving suite of tools will largely provide
all breeders and geneticists with up-to-date
and powerful analytical functionality, making
genetic evaluation richer and more precise.
How do economic and environmental
concerns influence and affect current forest
research initiatives?
Each forest researcher is, in their everyday
work, directly concerned with environmental
and economic concerns. Climate change
on one side, and the cohorts of new threats
but also of opportunities and evolving
socioeconomic needs – biodiversity, bio-
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energy, new wood products – on the other,
present new scientific challenges but also
require solutions, sometimes within short
timeframes. Researchers need to be in
phase with crucial economic and current
environmental concerns.
What will be the next steps for
Trees4Future in order to achieve your
research objectives?
The first phase identified the resources
available among the partners, established
protocols for working, prepared the Call for
Access and developed communication tools.
Scientific activities will now start without
further delay.
Detailed specifications of the major tools
– a portal for genetic databases, a clearing
house for GIS-reference data, a platform
for statistical and genetic data analysis and
a climate-matching tool – will be the next
step. The responses to our first transnational
access Call will be a good sign of the
interest of the scientific community in the
opportunities on offer.
Can you summarise the reason such an
ambitious project is so vital for the field of
forest research?
The Trees4Future project is ambitious and
complex because it pushes the forestry
community – the many research disciplines
and industry participants – to share concerns,
resources and expertise and to work together.
It is a real challenge, though one in which
many national research institutes are already
engaged. Researchers cannot choose to work
separately any more.

Seeding sustainable forestry
The Trees4Future project is integrating and enhancing existing
research networks, infrastructures and analytical resources to provide
wide-ranging state-of-the-art support for multidisciplinary forestry
research and development to researchers anywhere in Europe
INCREASING DEMAND FOR forestry products
and the impact of climate change are placing
increasing stress on Europe’s professional forestry
sector. However, they need better information
and wider knowledge if they are to achieve a
balance between economic tree breeding and
silviculture, conserving biodiversity in forest
ecosystems, and sustainable and sociallyresponsible development and harvesting,
processing and distribution techniques.
All over Europe, scientists carry out forestry
research that spans a huge range of subjects:
from micro topics including cell and gene
analysis, to macro topics such as analysis of
individual tree traits or species populations
in selected geographic areas. The results are
stored in local and national repositories and
are generally not available across national
borders. Meanwhile, over the last few decades,
there has been increasing specialisation within
forestry science; so while individual scientific
disciplines and approaches have become more
sophisticated, this has also resulted in discrete
and disparate infrastructures and information
repositories, which impede accessibility. In the
context of global climate change and other
ecological threats to forests, there should in fact
be much common ground between scientists
such as ecologists, geneticists, physiologists and
pathologists, but there is little opportunity for
them to exchange ideas and findings amongst
themselves and with industry.
A new four-year project within the European
Union Seventh Framework Programme (FP7),
Trees4Future, is seeking to change this. Bringing
together research resources and tools from

28 organisations in 13 European countries,
Trees4Future will create a standardised research
infrastructure with centralised transnational
access for forestry scientists all over Europe. The
Project Coordinator is Dr Luc Pâques from the
Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique
(INRA) in France, a Senior Scientist in Genetics
and Breeding, who is responsible for research in
breeding strategies for better adapted material
to climate change and new end-products.
The project goal is to provide an environment
where multidisciplinary collaboration and
knowledge, as well as exchange of expertise
and experimental support, are the norm and
scientists no longer have to work in isolation:
“New environmental, socioeconomic and
scientific challenges mean that a physiologist
can no longer ignore genetic variability, just as a
geneticist needs to integrate basic physiological
mechanisms into his research; climate change
has no borders and the issues impact whole
ecosystems and species,” asserts Pâques.

INTEGRATING CENTRES OF EXCELLENCE
The project itself is a multidisciplinary
partnership of national forestry research
institutes, universities and agricultural colleges,
technology innovation transfer companies,
and forestry-wood industry networks. The
participants therefore represent all facets and
disciplines in the forestry and wood product
arenas. Project stakeholders also come from
across this wide range of interested parties.
The basic requirements for the Trees4Future
platform are affordability, interoperability,
efficiency and user-friendliness to further
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Trees4Future
DESIGNING TREES FOR THE FUTURE
OBJECTIVES
A European Research Infrastructure
project that aims to integrate, develop and
improve major forest genetics and forestry
research infrastructures. It will provide
the wider European forestry research
community with easy and comprehensive
access to currently scattered sources of
information (including genetic databanks,
forest modelling tools and wood
technology labs) and expertise.

PARTNERS
INRA, France • AIT, Austria • ALTERRA, The
Netherlands • BFW, Austria • ASP, Germany •
BOKU, Austria • CEA, France • CIDTG, Spain
• CNR, Italy • CRA, Italy • EFI, Europe • FCBA,
France • FEM, Italy • FR, UK • IBL, Poland
• ICAS, Romania • IDPAN, Poland • IICT,
Portugal • INIA, Spain • InnovaWood, Belgium
• Innventia, Sweden • INRA Transfert, France
• JRC, EU • METLA, Finland • SBS, Germany
• University of Ghent, Belgium • VLAGEW,
Belgium • vTI, Germany

research that addresses adaptation to or
mitigation of climate change, improved and
sustainable production methods, and optimal
use of forest resources for industrial and societal
needs while preserving biodiversity in industrial
forests. The high quality of the underlying
resources and infrastructures is accepted as
standard: they were selected because they met
the criteria of being leaders in Europe within
their sector and they complement one another.
The project will add value to the resources
they contribute, by developing new databases,
integrating modelling tools and wrapping
existing resources as required.
To meet the requirement for efficiency, the
project will: integrate numerous databases and
information sources within an e-lab; create
thematic expert networks (eg. phenology and
tree plasticity); develop research platforms for
genetic evaluation and molecular fingerprinting,
create decision support tools for better matching
tree species and varieties to environment; and
improve forest resource prediction models tools.
Key to user-friendliness is availability of highly
integrated and flexible tools, so the project will
provide new and enhanced modelling and data
analysis tools that are capable of being modified
for purpose by users.

CONTACT

Fundamental to the success of the Trees4Future
platform are convergence towards best practice
across Europe and interoperability. The project
will therefore produce common standards
covering traits, genotypes, laboratory protocols
and datasets.

Dr Luc E Pâques
Project Coordinator
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FUNDING
EU Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) contract no. 284181

INRA-Unité AGPF
2163, Avenue de la pomme de pin
CS40001- Ardon
45075 Orléans Cedex 2
France
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E luc.paques@orleans.inra.fr

The project’s main focus is tree breeding,
since it is a highly integrated research area,
requiring expertise in many areas including
genetics, physiology, wood sciences, pathology
and genomics: “Hopefully, this will lead to the
creation of a European Forest Tree Breeding
Centre,” reflects Pâques. Other key foci are ecophysiology and wood technology.

www.trees4future.eu
LUC E PÂQUES is a senior scientist at
the Institut National de la Recherche
Agronomique (INRA) in Orléans (France),
where he has been working as a forest tree
geneticist and breeder for more than 25
years. His research focus on strategies to
select better adapted varieties in relation
to climate changes and new socioeconomic
needs. Along his career, he has been leading
several international research projects, such
as European funded-projects (eg. Larch,
Treebreedex and now Trees4Future).

The project will provide capacity for mining
and analysing large quantities of data on tree
types, traits and samples, for phenotyping
and genotyping. The intention is to also
improve medium- to high-throughput trait
phenotyping.
Modelling functionality will support complex
biological, ecological and economic scenarios
and simulations, for purposes such as assessing
forest goods and services and their sustainability,
and evaluating climate change-based strategies.

The main deliverables of the project from the
viewpoint of the researchers who will use the
resources are: a platform for statistical and
genetic data analysis; a molecular analysis
platform for genetic fingerprinting and
traceability; and an infrastructure to support
spatial modelling of breeding regions and species
deployment in relation to pedo-climate change,
interconnected prediction models of forest
growth, wood products and other services. A
clearinghouse for Geographic Information
System (GIS) and traceability information will be
operated to enable information to be extracted
on a large geographic scale from national and
Europe-wide data repositories.
In addition to his coordination role, Pâques
will manage the joint research activities in the
project: “In building species-climate matching
tools, ecologists must include the intra-species
genetic variability that geneticists and breeders
describe, while geneticists and breeders must
include the species autoecology and phenotypic
variability that ecologists study. Both will work
together to propose more robust models,”
he states. Pâques also thinks that growers
would benefit from joint experimentation with
physiologists and geneticists in developing
new ways of assessing traits such as drought
resistance and end use applicability: “They could
use tools such as Near-Infrared-Spectrometry
for predicting wood properties. There are many
major opportunities for synergies in forestry
research,” he highlights.
The Trees4Future website is already up and
running and provides details of the project and
the transnational access offering. Transnational
access for research is free of charge and
training will be provided when needed before
onsite research. The first Call for Access was
issued recently and Pâques is eagerly awaiting
proposals.
A series of workshops is planned for
dissemination of information to the various
stakeholder groups; for example, a workshop
targeting professional stakeholders, such as
forest owners and industry representatives, will
be held at the Forest-based Sector Technology
Platform Conference in Barcelona in March
2013. The project will also be presented at the
European Forest Institute conference in Istanbul
this October, where a wide range of forest
researchers are expected to gather.
Though it is early days for Trees4Future, Pâques
already claims a large win for the project: “The
major success so far has been to be able to group
such multidisciplinary forces in one project!”

There are many major opportunities for synergies in forestry research
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